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Problem: Multi-scale strength simulation of composite materials
Motivation
Current multi-scale simulation methods lead to prohibitively expensive
computational time for practical design and validation.  High accuracy yet 
computationally efficient method is needed.
Objective
To develop model order reduction techniques to accelerate the multi-scale 
simulation by reducing the number of variables to be solved in each scale 
at the desired trade-off between accuracy and computational time
Technique: Model order reduction – Projection based method
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Methodology: Preliminary framework
Offline stage: Parameter independence Online stage: Parameter dependence
Challenges
 Choosing good subset of design parameters
 Dealing with nonlinearities
 Dealing with non-affine parametric dependence
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Micro scale simulation 
2-3 days
(Geometry +, Material +++)
Meso scale simulation 
a few days to a week 
(Geometry ++, Material ++)
Macro scale simulation 
~ 1 day
(Geometry +++, Material +)
